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Modeling Substation Transformers for Short-Circuit Analysis at 
the Age of Distributed Generation
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רזובמ רוצי ןדיעב הקולח תשר חותיפ :בשומ

1. The SC impedances of the substation 
transformers were selected many years ago.

2. In order to decide how to limit the SC currents 
of the distributed generation  we should be 
able to calculate  the maximal SC current ISC
from  the substation transformers

3. What factors influence SC currents 
contribution ISC from the substation 
transformers?

4. Does transformer design influence maximal SC 
currents in the distribution networks?



Permissible SC Currents in Distribution Networks of the Israel Electric
Rated voltage [kV]

Permissible 3PH  SC current
332212.6

812.516Symmetrical SC current during 1 second [kA, rms]

203240Peak dynamic current [kA, peak]

1.short-circuit current may produce thermal heat that will   harm the electrical insulation

2.short-circuit current may produce dynamic forces
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Fmax – maximum dynamic force
I1p – peak short-circuit current in the 1st conductor
I2p – peak short-circuit current in the 2nd conductor
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3. Integral of the interrupted SC current ן𝑺𝑪(t)  from the moment of the 
circuit-breaker (CB) contact separation TCS to the moment of current 
interruption TCi shall be smaller than the integral of the current during the 
CB asymmetrical SC test ן𝑺𝑪𝒕(t) 



How SC impedances of 161/24 kV substation transformers were selected
It was decided that if two transformers operate in parallel, the total symmetrical SC current shall not 
exceed 12 kA (the permissible SC current is 12.5kA). Therefore, the SC impedance shall be selected 
so that the SC contribution of each substation transformer shall not exceed 6 kA rms.

Assumptions of calculation of the maximal  3PH SC current
1. Each transformer is connected to infinite 161 kV bus-bars and operates at no load.
2. The transformer voltages at the untapped and tapped sizes equal to the nominal 

voltages at principal tap. The transformation ratio corresponds to the principal tap.
3. The transformer impedance manufacturing tolerance is assumed to be zero.  
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Do we know the maximal SC current contribution from the transformers?

Is it correct that the maximal SC current through the transformer does not exceed 6 kA?

SC current flowing through a substation transformer depends on many 
factors

Transformer design and OLTG operation
1. Location of the tapped winding (transformer on-

load tap- changer (OLTC))

2. Change of the transformer tapping position

3. Variation of the transformer impedance with 

OLTC position

4. X/R ratio of the transformer SC impedance

Operation of transformer in power system
1. Direction of the power flow and the transformer 

loading

2. Voltage on the transformer HV side

3. Supply voltage on the transformer LV side 



Influence of transformer design and OLTG operation on the transformer SC 
current (Standard IEC 60076-5: Ability to withstand short-circuit, 2006)
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- 3PH symmetrical SC current on the secondary side of TR

𝑉%&(𝑡𝑝) – rated voltage at the secondary side of transformer at specific tapping position;

𝑍'( 𝑡𝑝 - pu transformer  SC impedance at specific tapping position;

STR - rated power of transformer



SC currents on the seconady side of 30 MVA, 161/24 kV transformer 
(Standard IEC 60076-5: Ability to withstand short-circuit, 2006)
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If the OLTG is installed on the secondary side of transformer, changing of the tapping 
position may increase significantly the SC current on the secondary side of the transformer 

Maximal SC currents versus tapping position of OLTC



SC currents on the seconady side of 50 MVA, 161/24 kV transformer 
(Standard IEC 60076-5: Ability to withstand short-circuit, 2006)

𝐼)(𝑡𝑝) [kA]𝑽𝟐𝑹(𝒕𝒑) [kV]𝑍'( 𝑡𝑝 [pu]Tapping position
5.59240.215Maximum tap (tp =1)
6.01240. 20Principal tap (tp =14)
6.50240.185Minimal tap (tp =27)
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If the OLTG is installed on the primary side of transformer, changing of the tapping position 
may increase the SC current on the secondary side of the transformer due to change of the 
pu transformer impedance ZPU
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Influence of X/R ratio of the transformer impedance on the permissible 
symmetrical SC current at the transformer terminals  
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For electrical equipment, the standard ratio of the dynamic current (Ipeak = 32 kA) to the symmetrical current (Irms = 12.5 kA) 
kPEAK is about 2.55. This ratio corresponds to the conventional ratio of X/R = 14 of the SC network. 

The Israel Electric uses transformers with small copper losses with X/R ratios, which are about 36-56. For real SC currents at 
the transformer terminals,  the values of kPEAK lie in the range 2.7 -2.75.
Permissible symmetrical SC current through the transformer shall be determined from the permissible peak current 

(Ipeak = 16 kA) and the transformer X/R ratio: 𝐼678 =
9:
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+
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Permissible Irms [kA]kPEAK [pu]X/R of SC 
impedance

Transformer

5.902.713630 MVA, 
161/24 kV

5.842.745050 MVA, 
161/24 kV
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Permissible Irms on the secondary side of the substation transformers

Peak dynamic currents shall be taken into account in calculation of maximal SC currents



Influence of steady-states before the SC on the transformer SC current 
(Standard IEC 60909-0 Part 0: Calculation of currents, Edition 2.0 2016-01.)

c = 1.1
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𝒁𝑲 = 𝑲𝑪𝑭×𝒁𝑻𝑹

𝒁𝑲 - equivalent SC impedance
𝒁𝑻𝑹 - transformer impedance at principal tap
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= 23.16 𝑘𝑉 – supply voltage
𝑉%/ = 1 + 𝒁𝑷𝑼×0.6 ×𝑉%2
𝒁𝑷𝑼×0.6 – voltage drop across the transformer impedance

𝑰𝑲R =
S-(
𝟑×𝒁𝑻𝑹

− maximal initial symmetrical SC current

V2E

According to the IEC standard, the maximal SC current on the secondary 
side of transformer occurs if before the SC the transformer was 100% 
loaded with load having low power factor :𝐜𝐨𝐬𝝋 = 𝟎. 𝟖

Infinite bus-bar



Advantages and disadvantages of application of Standard IEC 60909-0 for 
calculation of maximal SC currents in Israel Electric

The standard can be used for calculation of SC currents through the transformers  with HV 
tapping winding, like the transformer 50 MVA, 161/24 kV.
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= 23.16 𝑘𝑉 – supply voltage
𝑉%/ = 1 + 𝒁𝑷𝑼×0.6 ×𝑉%2 = 23.16× 1 + 0.2×0.6 = 25.94 𝑘𝑉
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The standard can not be used for calculation of SC currents through the transformers  with 
LV tapped winding, like the transformer 30 MVA, 161/24 kV.

The standard models typical modes of operation of substation transformers in Germany, 
which differ from the transformer operation in Israel Electric.

The aim of the current study is to develop methods enabling calculation of the maximal SC 
currents from all substation transformers used in Israel Electric under real-world operating 
conditions existing in Israel.



Assumptions for calculation of maximal SC currents  from the substation 
transformers in Israel Electric

IEC TRANSMISSION
VN = 161 KV

SHORT-CIRCUIT  POWER 
14640 MVA

22 kV network 

22 kV  SC limitations:
ISC = 12.5 kA  for 1 sec
Ipeak = 32 kA

VOLTAGE VARIATION 
150-170 KV 

Voltages of power supply :
22.5-24 kV

VN = 22 KV

1. Variation range of the voltage on the primary side: 150-170 kV

2. Range of the supply voltage on the secondary side: 22.5-24 kV
3. Permissible SC  currents on the secondary side                                Irms =12.5 kA

Ipeak =32 kA
Permissible symmetrical SC current :  𝐼678 =
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Maximal primary side SC current is 50 kA. At 80% of 161/22 
kV substations primary  SC current exceeds 20 kA



Assumptions for calculation of maximal SC currents  from the substation 
transformers in Israel Electric (continue)

4. Maximal primary side SC current is 50 kA. At 80% of 161/22 kV substations primary  SC current 
exceeds 20 kA
5. Maximum transformer loading ,when the power is transmitted  from the primary to the secondary side

SL =STR 
pf =0.96
(inductive)

TR 161/24 kV   Supply voltage 
22.5-24 kV150-170 KV

6. Maximum transformer loading ,when the power is transmitted from the secondary to the primary side

SL =STR, 
pf =0.96 inductive

SG =0.6× STR 
pf =0.9 (overexcitation)

DG based on 
inverter control

150-168 KV TR 161/24 kV, 

IEC TRANSMISSION
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Operating conditions corresponding to the maximum SC 
currents from transformers with HV primary tapped side  
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- analytical expression of the SC current

𝑘<& =
𝑉=
𝑉%/

Analysis of the above expression enables to obtain real-world operating conditions 
corresponding to the maximal SC currents through the substation transformers



Operating conditions corresponding to the maximum SC 
currents from transformers with HV primary, tapped side  

Results of the study

P and Q flow from 161 kV side to 24 kV side

tp® 27

𝑺𝑳 → 𝟓𝟎𝑴𝑽𝑨,
𝒄𝒐𝒔𝝋 → 𝟎. 𝟗𝟔

𝑽𝟏 → 𝟏𝟓𝟎 𝒌𝑽
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Y
IKMAX
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Maximal SC current contribution from 50 MVA, 161/24 kV transformers 
operating in parallel (calculation example)

ZPU =0.187
𝑿𝑻𝑹
𝑹𝑻𝑹

= 𝟓𝟔

Maximal SC currents from two substation transformers operating in parallel exceed 
permissible currents in the distribution networks



Maximal SC current contribution from 50 MVA, 161/24 kV transformers 
versus stiffness of 161 kV transmission system

Permissible peak currentPermissible rms current

At the most 161/22 kV substations, having 50 MVA, 161/24 kV transformers, the maximal SC 
currents during the parallel operation exceed permissible currents in the distribution 

networks
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Operating conditions corresponding to the maximum SC 
currents from transformers with LV tapped side  

Analysis of the above expression enables to obtain real-world operating conditions 
corresponding to the maximal SC currents through the substation transformers

𝑰𝑲 =
𝑽𝟏

𝟑×𝑿𝑻𝑹
× 𝑽𝟏𝑵𝑳

𝑽𝟐𝑺
- symmetrical SC current contribution fro the substation transformer  𝑉789 = 𝑉7(𝑛𝑜 − 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒)
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?.A

- PG+jQG flow from LV side to HV side of the transformer
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Operating conditions corresponding to the maximum SC 
currents from transformers with LV secondary, tapped side  

Results of the study
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Y
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tp® 27 𝑺𝑳 → 𝟎𝑴𝑽𝑨,

𝑽𝟏 → 𝟏𝟕𝟎 𝒌𝑽

State 2: Power of 
DG flows from 22 
kV side to the 
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system
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Y
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SG =18 MVA
j  =accos(0.9)

DG based 
on inverter 

control

State 1: Transformer 
operates in no-load



Maximal SC current contribution from 30 MVA, 161/24 kV transformers 
operating in parallel (no-load)

IEC 
TRANSMISSION 
ISC = 50 KA, 

X/R=14

161 kV

3-phase 
short-
circuit

V = 22.42 kV

22 kV network:
ISC = 12.5 kA  for 1 sec
Ipeak = 32 kA

V = 170 kV

SL =0 MVA

TR 161/24±13×0.277 kV, 
30 MVA, tapping 24 (-10)

ZPU =11.9%

D Y

D Y

IK3= 13.9 kA (rms)
Ipeak = 36.6 kA

23.21
161

=TRK

𝑿𝑻𝑹
𝑹𝑻𝑹

= 𝟑𝟔



Maximal SC current contribution from 30 MVA, 161/24 kV transformers 
operating in parallel (reverse power flow)

IEC 
TRANSMISSION 

ISC = 50 KA, 
X/R=14

161 kV

3-phase 
short-
circuit

V = 22.50 kV

22 kV network:
ISC = 12.5 kA  for 1 sec
Ipeak = 32 kA

V = 168 kV

D Y

D Y

IKTR  = 13.96 kA 

953.20
161

=TRK

TR 30 MVA,
161/24±13×0.277 kV

Tapping 25 (-11), 
XPU =11.9% 

 

IKDG= 0.928 kA

SG =36 MVA
j  =accos(0.9)

IK  = 14.37 kA (rms)
Ipeak = 38.83 kA

DG based on the 
inverter control

𝑿𝑻𝑹
𝑹𝑻𝑹

= 𝟑𝟔

Maximal SC currents from two substation transformers operating in parallel exceed 
significantly permissible currents in the distribution networks



Permissible peak currentPermissible rms current

No-load operation

Reverse power flow

No-load operation

Reverse power flow

Maximal SC current contribution from 30 MVA, 161/24 kV transformers 
versus stiffness of 161 kV transmission system

D Y

IEC TRANSMISSION 
161 KV

For 80% of 161/22 kV substations,  
3PH SC  currents at 161 kV lie in the 

range  of 20- 50 kA

22 KV 
NETWORK 

D Y

TR 161/24 kV, 
30 MVA, 

At all 161/22 kV substations, having 30 MVA, 161/24 kV transformers, maximal SC currents 
during the parallel operation exceed permissible currents in the distribution networks



Influence of transformer design on maximal SC currents at the transformer 
terminals 

In Israel we use 30 MVA, 161/24 kV transformers with 24 kV tapped winding and 50 MVA, 161/24 kV 
transformers with 161 kV tapped winding. The transformers have the same tapping range. Transformer 
impedances of the transformers were selected  to enable the same SC current at the transformer 24 kV 
terminals, when operating at the principal tap.  The real-world maximal SC currents of the transformers 
are different:

Maximal SC currents of 30 MVA 
transformers

Maximal SC currents of 50 
MVA transformers100% loading

Reverse power flow (60%)

No-load operation

Permissible SC rms current  

Application of transformers 
with HV tapped winding 

instead of transformers with 
LV tapped winding is 

preferable regarding limitation 
of the SC currents at the 
transformer LV terminals




